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ASSIGNMENT STAGE 1 (DRAFT) 
My Firm 

Step 3 – Identifying Company (KCQs) 

My allocated company for this unit is Gfinity and they are a leading electronic sports 
business based in the United Kingdom who were founded in September 2012 and 
commenced trading in May 2013. I was pleasantly surprised that quite a few of the Directors 
and Chairman’s at Gfinity had accounting backgrounds; this should work out in their favour 
by using their individual experience.  

A key part of the Company’s business strategy is to host live tournaments, attracting top 
players from around the world. The tournaments are streamed live via major web streaming 
platforms and can even be broadcast. These events are based around several of the 
industry’s best selling games such as Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare, FIFA 2015, CS:GO, 
StarCraft and Halo. These events are held in the Gfinty Arena which was established in 2015 and 

have held over 25 events since then. 

The company also has Xbox and PC Applications and operates a website where subscribers 
gain access to information on the video games, watch streamed videos of competitions and 
compete themselves. The directors expect the live tournaments will generate ticket sales, 
sponsorship and other merchandising income. These events will be streamed live online and 
the company’s strategy is to build sufficient audiences in order to attract broadcasting 
income in the future.  

Probably like most others I was a little disappointment that I did not get an Australian 
company however, this has not really been as challenging as I thought thus far (even after 
looking at their financial reports). My initial thoughts about this company was wondering 
how they would actually make money by doing such thing as I have very little understanding 
about online gaming and how seriously people take it . After reading over what they actually 
do and how they receive revenue I can see how many people who have an interest in online 
gaming would pay the money to see the “best players in the world” at the Arena and to sign 
up to their website to keep up to date with the latest information, play and watch games. 

I want to talk about Gfinity’s Income Statement for the year ended 30 June 2016 in particular. As you 

will see on their Statement of Comprehensive Income their revenue is less than cost of sales which is 

concerning. Revenue is listed as £1,446,519 and cost of sales is £1,606,036, then to add all the 

administrative expenses which include depreciation of property, plant, equipment, rent and staff 

expenses. They seem to have a fair few employees; the cost of wages for 26 staff for the year ended 

https://accountingfreakblog.wordpress.com/


30 June 2016 was £1,211,754 (2015: £769,227 – 18 staff). I just think that they are outlaying too 

much money at the moment for the amount of revenue coming into the business however, I am sure 

with time this will get improve. 

My main concern upon reading over my company’s financial reports was that they are currently 

running at a loss.  I am assuming that they are trusting that the electronic sports business will boom 

with time and also relying on their investors at the moment. They only started trading in May 2013 

and most businesses do start off slowly and usually run at a loss until they get enough revenue to 

make a profit. I am hoping that this will be the case with Gfinity and strongly believe that they will be 

a profitable business one day. At the moment they should be focusing on getting the customers sign 

up to watch their live tournaments (ticket sales) and subscriptions for online gaming. The reason I 

believe that they will be successful is I have seen in their financial statements that just this last 

financial year (Year ended 30 June 2016) their revenue has increased by 158% to £1.45m (2015: 

£0.56m) and Operating loss decreased by 12.0% to £3.2m (2015: £3.6m). 

Favourite blog and why? Rate top three blogs. Include links 

Danielle Bradley 

Danielle’s Blog - https://daniellecqu.wordpress.com/ 

Danielle Bradley’s Blog has always grabbed my attention and has got to be my favourite 

one. I am not sure whether it is because she is so involved and post all her progress when 

completed drafts onto facebook, but anyways I love that it is always frequently popping up 

everywhere! I also really like the name of her blog “Be Audit you can be”. It is a catchy name 

and so relevant to accounting. I also like the fresh colours on her blog. 

Di McCarthy - Noosa 

Di’s Blog - https://dimccarthy.wordpress.com/ 

I really enjoyed reading through Di McCarthy’s blog from Noosa. She is such an honest 

blogger and I love her writing style. I can totally relate to how she is feeling throughout her 

studies when she says “I do not know how many times I have read and re-read the intro and 

let alone chapter 1”. Her commitment to her studies is aspiring. I found her blog very easy 

to navigate around and I loved the fact that she had lots of pictures, as a visual learner and 

person in general this grabbed my attention immensely. 

Sarah Zillman 

Sarah’s Blog - https://sarahzillmann.wordpress.com/ 

I really enjoyed reading Sarah’s blog, it was easy to navigate around and I love the country 

feel of her blog (she mentioned that she moved her family to live on an acreage). The Fact 

that she has enrolled to study while having work commitments, a family and while her 

father is sick with Leukaemia tells me that she is one strong woman! That was very inspiring 

to me, we are all so busy and how we manage to find time to study just blows me away! 

https://dimccarthy.wordpress.com/
https://sarahzillmann.wordpress.com/


Step 4 – Input company’s financial statements into spreadsheet. 

 

STEP 5 CHAPTER 2 & CHAPTER 3.1 – 3.2 REFLECTION (KCQs) 

CHAPTER 2  

Upon reading Chapter 2 it was talking about “Understanding the game” of Accounting. This 

was very intriguing as I have never thought about accounting this way before. I have always 

thought of accounting as people in an office doing repetitive work by analysing information, 

helping the firm out financially and providing advice. This did make me question whether 

accounting was really a game? Can we manipulate & move around figures “within the rules” 

to get desired results? To tell you the truth I am not really sure now as my preconception of 

accounting was always straight forward and a “number crunching” thing. I guess this makes 

me think now that we may be able to manipulate certain things within a firm’s financials as 

long as they are within the rules.  

It was good to know names for the different type of internal & external accounting 

(Financial Accounting & Management Accounting). I was aware that owners of businesses or 

people within the firm are allowed to ask for whatever information they like, but just how 

different is this information and how is it changed for external use? I would like to learn 

more about how different this sort of information is and what they are talking about here. Is 

it just the presentation of the information provided or is the information manipulated for 

the accountants use? I am aware that whatever information the accountants are provided 

with, that is what they use for external financial reporting to authorities So doesn’t there 

need to be some sort of comparable information here? 

When reading the section about where the rules come from mentioning GAAP (Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles), AASB (Australian Accounting Standards Board, ASIC 

(Australian Securities & Investments Commission) and ASX (Australian Stock Exchange) 

which are varied types of rules that companies must abide by when reporting to external 

parties. I think that these rules and regulations are very important within the accounting 

sector for all firms. If these were not set out at a minimum standard we would have figures 

thrown all over the place and nothing would make sense.  

Accrual Accounting I understood clearly as I work in the office for a retail store and quite 

often we do accrual accounting. For some of our clients (ones with accounts with us) the 

work will be completed and Invoiced in a certain month before we actually receive any 

money. We are relying and trusting that these companies are good customers and will pay 

within their trading terms. 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 3.1 -3.2  

I am familiar with the different types of financial statements outlined in chapter 3, however 

am looking forward to analysing and knowing more about these different types of 

statements, which I am sure is very Important throughout accounting.  I do not know much 

about the Statement of Changes in Equity for Shareholders over a period so would really like 

to know more about that. To be honest I get really confused whenever anything is 

mentioned about shareholders, partnerships & investors. I am hoping that this unit will 

cover on that so I may have a better understanding. The Income Statement which shows 

how things are changing in a firm over a period (Revenue – Expenses = Income) for any 

given Year. To my understanding this can also be known as a Profit/Loss Statement. Why is 

this only produced once per year? Shouldn’t we be looking at our profit/loss statement 

every month? This would enable us to see how the firm is travelling and how they can 

improve the next month.  

Step 6 – Providing (and receiving) feedback to three other students on their draft ASS#1. 

My Links 

http://www.gfinityplc.com/content/about_us/company_profile.asp - My Firm’s Website 

http://www.gfinityplc.com/archive/reports/ar2016.pdf - Link to 2016 reports 

http://www.gfinityplc.com/archive/reports/ar2015.pdf - Link to 2015 reports 

http://www.gfinityplc.com/archive/reports/ar2014.pdf - Link to 2014 reports 
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